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Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has said "secularism in the constitution of Bangladesh never conflicts Islam... and it would be better to not say such things in the Parliament", in reply to ...
'Secularism in the constitution of B'desh never conflicts Islam'
TEHRAN –The 5th edition of the International Health Congress of Islamic Countries started in Tehran on Tuesday, aiming to find new opportunities for cooperation and development of health tourism among ...
Tehran hosting Islamic countries on health tourism
Lebanese politician Saad al-Hariri abandoned his effort to form a new government on Thursday, dimming the chances of a cabinet being agreed any time soon to start rescuing the country from financial ...
'God help the country': Hariri abandons bid to form Lebanese government
English News and Press Release on Iran (Islamic Republic of) about Health and Epidemic; published on 13 Jul 2021 by WHO ...
Islamic Republic of Iran focuses on innovative approaches in essential mental health services amid COVID-19 pandemic
(MENAFN - PR Newswire) MAKKAH, Saudi Arabia, June 9, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The Muslim World League (MWL) is brokering an agreement between Afghan and Pakistani leaders and a diverse group of ...
Muslim World League Brokers Peace Declaration between Afghan, Pakistani Representatives
Can Muslims be Muslims and participate in the modern world without abandoning who we are? You differentiate, however, between Islamic enlightenment ... the liberal constitution of the Ottoman ...
Interview: Reopening Muslim Minds to Freedom and Tolerance
Blinken noted that despite their defeat, Islamic ... many other countries support a 2015 Security Council resolution endorsing a road map to peace in Syria that calls for a new constitution ...
US warns that Islamic State extremists still a world threat
The fifth high-level meeting of the heads of African constitutional ... countries, Egypt has to harness its potentials to help them in their plight. Moreover, serving as a beacon of moderate Islam ...
Africa: 5th High Level Meeting for the Chief Justices and Presidents of the African Constitutional and Supreme Courts and Constitutional Councils
With between 5.3 and 5.6 ... and are also paid by their home countries. About half of the 2,000 to 2,500 imams in the country are provided by the Turkish-Islamic umbrella group DITIB, a branch ...
Imams ‘made in Germany’: country’s first Islamic training college opens its doors
MAKKAH, Saudi Arabia, June 9, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The Muslim World League (MWL) is brokering an agreement between Afghan and Pakistani leaders and a diverse group of scholars to promote stability ...
Muslim World League Brokers Peace Declaration between Afghan, Pakistani Representatives
Russia has resisted reauthorising the channel amid stalled peace talks between the Syrian ... worrying signs that the Islamic State may be getting stronger in the country and called for a boost ...
Islamic State extremists still a world threat, warns US
Russia has resisted reauthorizing the channel amid stalled peace talks between the Syrian ... worrying signs that the Islamic State may be getting stronger in the country and called for a boost ...
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